
East Africa
Tanzania and Rwanda

Sign Up Now, Pay Later
Imagine witnessing the ground and heart thumping Wildebeest

Migration in the Serengeti in Tanzania and combining it with being
part of the annual Baby Gorilla Naming Ceremony in Rwanda.

Two events that only take place once a year and make
memories of a lifetime.

Aug.19-27 (Tanzania)
Aug. 27-Sept. 2 (Rwanda)

LEARN MORE ABOUT TANZANIA LEARN MORE ABOUT RWANDA
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Check Tanzania Out

Don't Miss Out on
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICING....

Sign up for the Rwanda and Tanzania Trip before Dec.
31st with $1000 down (double occupancy) or $2500

down (single occupancy) and set up an 11 month
payment plan Payments are the first of the month

beginning in January 2023 through November! Yes,
three months after the trip.

While the payment plan is set up for the combination of
the two trips. we can work it out with one.

Wildebeest Migration Season
The trip is during the height of the wildebeest

migration from Tanzania to Kenya, an extremely
popular time for viewing. This can make booking
hotels very difficult, so it is important to sign up
now! But aside from witnessing the wildebeest

migration, our trip includes going hunting with the
bushmen, biking through villages, Masai led
treks in the game reserves and so so much

more.

Baby Gorilla Naming
Rwanda is an amazing country, especially when
you think of where they've been and where they
are now. While on our trek we will meet a family
of gorillas and get to know them. The best part is
knowing that your dollars to see them is going to
protecting them. The rangers with us used to be
poachers who were killing the gorillas for money.

By paying them to take people out to see the
gorillas, they have brought back the almost

extinct silverback gorillas and now there is even
an annual celebration as they name all the new

babies. This is the ceremony we will attend while
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Check Rwanda Out

also being part of a community music festival
and celebrating while learning the culture.

THE TRIPS ARE INTENDED TO BE DONE
TOGETHER--

BUT THEY DON'T HAVE TO BE.
They can be done separately or part of one and part

of another.

Looking for gift ideas for your
favorite traveler?

 Here are a few of my favorite gadgets for travelers
(though the first one is great for anyone, especially

those going on our Zermatt ski trip where we are going
sledding at night). Click on each for explanation.
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